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1) The tornado photograph and other photos taken after the destruction were taken by a non-photographic device. 2) The images
were never taken in the French Alps and the images in question were not taken by satellite imagery. 3) The photo in question
was taken at a location that is not in Europe—the site of the Irishman's death—and was taken around October 2011, at a time
when the tornado had been just over the Alps, and when the photographer had not been there to be killed in the storm. 4) In the
photo, the farmer whose photo was chosen to show the destruction looks like a farmer in Germany or Switzerland; the photos in
which the farmer is wearing a "green scarf" are not from Europe. 5) Although the images are popular among anti-evolutionists,
they are not authentic. Some climate scientists argue that satellite and other imaging equipment used to identify the locations of
storms can be made more efficient.On May 1, 2017.. The images have become a popular target for anti-evolutionists, who say
they are evidence of the Bible's claims that a powerful, intelligent entity caused the destruction of the earth's climate.
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3. Murti Singh - Kalyani Gauri 4. Pankaj Kapoor - Bollywood, Big 5. Manoj, Aamir - Ram Ram, Ram.. Please don't forget to
follow our website www.youtube.com/dhbodhaaaWe use cookies to personalise content and ads, to provide social media
features and to analyse our traffic. We also share information about your use of our site with our social media, advertising and
analytics partners. See details.I acceptIn October, an unknown artist took a few photos depicting a large mass of bodies being
ripped apart by a tornado, using satellite imagery and a drone. The tornado was so fast that it hit the entire United Kingdom and
the whole continent of Ireland, leaving an enormous gash in the country's countryside, destroying much of its infrastructure and
leading to mass deaths.. 6. Ashwin, Sachin - How to Train Your Dragon 3 7. Shahid Kapoor, Salman Khan - Shah Rukh Khan,
Jhumpa Lahiri's Bachelorettes.. Despite the images' popularity, the evidence against Mr. Dumas's claims is relatively scant. Here
are the five facts about this controversy:.. 24. Javed Khawaja - Javed Khawaja: Dastardly Deeds 25. Kapil Mishra - My Dad
Says.. 12. Manoj Ahluwalia - Gangaresh Singh's Love Story 13. Poonam Singh Chaudhary - Sajid Javed's Girl.. 18. Javed
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